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Week 2 Day 5: Sight Word “are” Week 2 Day 5: Sight Word “are” 

are are/are/are

They are super heroes!

How are you?

Are you happy?

There are three heroes! 

Find “are” in the sentences below:
are under are what

like are are so

what are like are

are so are under
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_______________ _______________

_______________ _______________

Week 2 Day 5: Week 2 Day 5: -ICK Word Family-ICK Word Family
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Color the -ick words and write the
correct beginning sound.stick kick

lick brick

sick wick

click pick

tick brick

kick stick

/////////////////////
/////////////////////

Write a sentence using one of the words above.

Roll & Trace the -ick  words.
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Week 2 Day 5: Add and Subtract Week 2 Day 5: Add and Subtract 
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8
Color the superheros by their sum or difference

6+3=___

4+4=___

3+7=___

9+1=___

5+3=___

6+2=___

9 10

5+5=___

2+7=___
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Week 2 Day 5: FluencyWeek 2 Day 5: Fluency
The superheros
ate under the 
crate.

What is the mud
on the brick for?

The superhero
is so late.

The superheroes
are going to pick
a bag.

We ate the wheel
of cheese.

I like the rod on 
the flag.
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